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Abstract
This papers analyses how horizontal mergers affect innovation activities of the merged entity and
its non-merging competitors. We develop an oligopoly model with heterogeneous firms to derive
empirically testable implications. Our model predicts that a merger is more likely to be profitable
in an innovation intensive industry. For a high degree of firm heterogeneity a merger reduces
innovation in both the merged entity and in non-merging competitors in an industry with high
R&D intensity. Using data on horizontal mergers among pharmaceutical firms in Europe, we find
that our econometric results are consistent with many predictions of the theoretical model. Our
main result is that after a merger patenting and R&D of the merged entity and its non-merging
rivals declines substantially. The results are robust towards alternative specifications and using
an instrumental variable strategy.
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Introduction

How to foster innovation has been at the heart of economic policy in many jurisdictions, as innovations
are regarded as key factors to spur growth and productivity. At the same time, innovations are seen
as one main factor for individual firms’ success in competitive markets. Accordingly, an extensive
body of research has been analyzing the factors that drive innovation at the firm level as well as at
more aggregate (regional or national) levels.

Surprisingly little attention has been paid until recently to the question how mergers affect innovation incentives. While there is a large body of (mostly empirical) research on the relationship
between market structure and innovation, the effects of mergers are less understood. Especially from
a competition policy perspective this is unfortunate, as the analysis of merger cases mostly - with
a few exceptions - focuses on price effects (and quantities), but neglects effects on innovation incentives. Moreover, the analysis often has a strong focus on effects that are generated within the merged
entity (unilateral effects), for example, how the merged entity’s prices and quantities change after
the merger, while competition authorities typically only analyse effects on competitors, if at all, in
terms of coordinated effects. Hence, the key question regarding potential effects on rivals is whether
(tacit) collusion is more likely to emerge. How mergers affect (a) the merged firm’s and (b) its rivals’
innovation incentives is rarely analysed in competition cases.

In this context, it should be noted that horizontal merger guidelines both in the US and the EU
are explicitly allowing for a so-called efficiency defense for otherwise anti-competitive mergers. If a
firm can convincingly demonstrate that a merger results in a substantial and timely increase in efficiencies, an otherwise anticompetitive merger can be cleared. While efficiencies typically take the
form of cost savings, innovation incentives may also be affected. A complete analysis of potential
efficiencies from mergers should, however, not only analyse how the merged entity’s prices, quantities
and innovation incentives change (i.e., the direct effects of a merger), but also how these change for
rival firms (indirect effects).

As there has been little analysis - be it theoretical or empirical - that includes the effects a merger
has on rivals’ innovation incentives, we aim at closing this gap somewhat. Put differently this paper
does not only analyse the question how mergers affect the innovation incentives of the parties directly
involved, but also examines the largely neglected question how mergers affect outsiders’ innovation
incentives. For that purpose we analyse a three-player Cournot oligopoly model in which firms can
invest into product innovations. While there are two efficient firms, there is also one less efficient
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firm which faces a higher cost of product innovation. We analyse market outcomes in terms of prices,
quantities and innovation levels (a) for the three-player pre-merger oligopoly and (b) for a post-merger
duopoly in which one of the efficient firms has purchased the less efficient rival. The key results from
the model are that a merger has (i) a negative effect on the merged entity’s innovation efforts in an
industry with a high research intensity and (ii) a negative effect on non-merging competitors in an
industry with a high research intensity when the target firm is relatively inefficient compared to the
other firms. Our model also predicts that a merger is more likely to take place (i.e. to be profitable)
in industries with a high research intensity and in industries with high variation in firm efficiency.

The empirical part is based on a sample of pharmaceutical mergers under scrutiny by the European comission between 1991 and 2007. The pharmaceutical industry is an interesting case study for
the relationship between mergers and innovation for two reasons. First, it is one of the most R&D
intensive sectors in most countries. According to the 2010 EU Industrial R&D scoreboard1 , the R&D
to sales ratio of the pharmaceutical industry exceeds 18% and pharmaceutical firms account for 19%
of total R&D spending among top 1400 firms in Europe. Further, the industry has experienced a
series of large mergers that raised policy concerns about the effects on innovation in the industry (see
e.g. Morgan, 2001)

A unique feature of our data set is that we use merger reports that contain an expert market
definition, which enables us to identify competitors for each merger case. Our empirical results are
mainly based on the estimation of count data models with patent counts as a proxy for innovative
activity as the dependent variable. We find that a merger is associated with a decline in innovative
activity of the merged entity and among non-merging competitors. This result is consistent with the
theoretical model’s prediction for an industry with a high research intensity - which arguably applies
to most pharmaceutical markets. The results are robust towards using an instrumental variable strategy. Our empirical results are also consistent with other implications of the model. We find that the
overall (pre-merger) innovation intensity is higher for firms that operate in markets in which mergers
take place. We also find that a firm is more likely to be acquired in a merger if it has a low research
intensity compared to the market average.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: The next section will provide an overview
over the related literature, before section 3 presents and analyses our model. The empirical analysis
will be presented in section 4, section 5 concludes the paper.

1 Cf.

http://iri.jrc.ec.europa.eu/research/docs/2010/SB2010_final_report.pdf
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Related literature

The majority of empirical studies report a negative effect of mergers on innovation in the merged
entity, although the results seem to depend on both product and technology market characteristics
(see Cassiman, Colombo, Garrone, and Veugelers, 2005; Veugelers, 2006).2 Most closely related to
our paper are industry studies, such as Ornaghi (2009a), who finds a negative effect of mergers on
patent counts and R&D expenditures in the merged pharmaceutical firms. At the industry level,
only weak effects of M&As on R&D show up in Bertrand and Zuniga (2006). As they define markets
by the NACE classification they cannot distinguish between merging firms, competitors, suppliers
and firms in unrelated product markets. Clougherty and Duso (2005) and Duso, Gugler, and Yurtoglu (2010) study the effects of mergers on rivals, but they analyze effects on profitability and firm
value. Empirical studies that analyze innovation as a determinant of M&As often find that technological proximity between two firms increases the likelihood of mergers (Ornaghi, 2009a,b; Frey and
Hussinger, 2011). Another strand of related literature studies the effect of competition in general on
innovation (see e.g. Aghion, Bloom, Blundell, Griffith, and Howitt, 2005). To the best of our knowledge there is no existing study that analyzes the effect of mergers on the innovation activities of rivals.

The innovation process in pharmaceutical firms can be broadly divided into a discovery and a development stage.3 The discovery phase aims at detecting promising molecules, so called new chemical
entities, which form the basis for further drug development and clinical trials. As soon as a molecule is
discovered, a firm applies for a patent to secure the exclusive exploitation of the economic returns from
drug development (Ornaghi, 2009a). The innovation process for pharmaceutical products is tedious
and risky. On average, it takes twelve years from a scientific discovery to the approval of drugs. For
each compound that is finally approved, about 250 compounds enter pre-clinical tests and about five
are tested on humans (Danzon, Nicholson, and Pereira, 2003; Danzon, Epstein, and Nicholson, 2004).
As our main indicators of innovative activity are based on patent applications, our analysis primarily
captures the effects of mergers on innovation in the discovery stage.

3

A model of mergers and product innovation

Consider a Cournot oligopoly with three firms i=1,2,3 which face a linear demand curve. Also assume
that the firms can introduce product innovations, which increase consumers’ willingness to pay for
their products so that firm i’s inverse demand function is given through a variant of the quadratic

2 The
3 See

results of recent studies are discussed in detail in Stiebale and Reize (2011).
Malerba and Orsenigo (2002) for a detailed description of the innovation process in the pharmaceutical industry.
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utility function as explained, e.g., by Vives (2001), page 144ff.
pi = 1 + αi − qi −

X

qj for i, j = 1, 2, 3.

(1)

For reasons of simplicity we abstract from any fixed and variable cost, but assume that product
innovation is costly. Moreover, we inject some heterogeneity into our model by assuming that firms
1 and 2 have an innovation cost of Ii = k2 αi2 for i = 1, 2 while firm 3 is less efficient in its innovative
efforts, facing an innovation cost of I3 =

k+b 2
2 α3 .

Regarding the timing of the game we assume that

firms decide on their innovative efforts before they subsequently compete in the product market.

1
4

Solving the game backwards we obtain qi =

(1 + 3αi −

P

qj ) for i, j = 1, 2, 3 as the firms’

equilibrium quantities as a function of their innovation efforts, which, in turn, brings us to the following
best response functions in the innovation stage of the game:
αi =

3 − 3αj − 3α3
3 − 3α1 − 3α2
for i, j = 1, 2 and α3 =
8k − 9
8 (k + b) − 9

(2)

As can be easily seen, the firms’ individual innovation levels are strategic substitutes. Whenever
firm i increases its innovation efforts this induces firm j to reduce its innovation activities. Given our
setting the following equilibrium quantities and levels of product innovation finally result:
2b + 2k − 3
(4k − 6) (b + k)
; q3 =
2
9 + 16bk + 16k − 12b − 30k
9 + 16bk + 16k 2 − 12b − 30k

(3)

6b + 6k − 9
6k − 9
; α3 =
9 + 16k 2 + 16bk − 30k − 12b
9 + 16k 2 + 16bk − 30k − 12b

(4)

q1 = q2 = 2k
α1 = α2 =

Given these equilibrium values we assume, in the following, that k > 1.5 (Assumption 1) in order
to ensure that the profit maximization problem has interior solutions with qi > 0 and αi > 0 for
i = 1, 2, 3. Note that q1 is increasing in b, while q3 is decreasing in b. Also, α3 and I3 are decreasing in b while α1 and I1 are increasing in b. This is rather intuitive, as b is a measure for firm 3’s
inefficiency or competitive disadvantage. The comparative statics with respect to k are less straight
forward though. Firstly, q1 is decreasing in k, while q3 is increasing in k for all k > 1.5. The intuition
is that an increase in k will lead to lower output of firms 1 and 2 which induces firm 3 to increase its
output, following the Cournot logic.
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0

Secondly, α3 is increasing in k as long as b > b with b =

4 2
3k

− 4k + 3, and, thirdly, I3 is also

0

increasing in k as long as b > b . The intuition is here that for high levels of b, the distance between
firm 3 and its two rivals in terms of efficiency is relatively high and, therefore, firm 3 is relatively
small. An increase in k now has two effects: while it renders innovation more expensive, making
it less attractive on the one hand, an increase in k also improves firm 3’s relative position vis-a-vis
its rivals, making innovation more attractive on the other hand. The latter effect dominates if firm
3’s competitive disadvantage and, therefore, the asymmetry between the firms is relatively severe.
Furthermore, both α1 and I1 are decreasing in k for all b > 0. Finally, the industry innovation level
I is also decreasing in k. Hence, a low value for k characterizes R&D intensive industries, while high
levels of k represent industries with low levels of R&D.

Now let us consider the case of a merger. Since firms 1 and 2 are both large firms in our setting, as
they both enjoy a competitive advantage over firm 3, we rule out a merger between the two dominant
players and concentrate on the effects of a merger between a large firm (say, firm 1) and the small firm
(i.e., firm 3). This approach seems reasonable to us, as most competition authorities around the world
would most likely not clear a merger between the two largest firms in a 3-player market. We will,
however, analyse whether a merger between firm 1 and 3 would be profitable for the two firms involved.

In case of a merger, the market collapses into a Cournot duopoly and we also assume that the efficient innovation technology of firm 1 can be adopted by the new entity. Hence, a symmetric duopoly
2
results. The firm’s best response in the innovation stage of the games is now given by α1 = 4 1−α
9k−8 , and

the resulting equilibrium values for firms’ quantities and innovation levels are given by q1 = q2 =
and α1 = α2 =

4
9k−4 .

3k
9k−4

Now let us first analyse whether a merger between firms 1 and 3 would be

profitable by comparing the pre-merger equilibrium profit levels of firms 1 and 3 with the post-merger
profit level of the merged firm 1. The results of this comparison are summarized in the following
proposition.

Proposition 1: (i) For 1.5 < k < 3.9954 a merger between a large firm and the small firm is always
profitable. (ii) For 3.9954 < k < 5.2196 there exists a critical value b∗ (k) so that for all b > b∗ the
merger is profitable while for all b < b∗ the merger is not profitable. (iii) For all k > 5.2196 the merger
is unprofitable.
Proof: See Appendix.

What is the intuition behind proposition 1? For lager values of k (case iii) the standard logic of
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mergers in Cournot markets as outlined by Salant, Switzer, and Reynolds (1983) prevails. Innovation
costs are relatively high and, as a consequence, relatively little innovation activity is pursued. Hence,
the three firms are relatively symmetric, and the standard Cournot merger logic applies. In contrast,
if k is relatively small (case i) the industry is relatively R&D-intensive so that productive efficiencies
can be generated by spreading R&D expenditures over a larger quantity of production. Hence, savings
in R&D expenditures (the innovation cost efficiency gain) outweigh the negative market share effect
which results from a merger in Cournot markets. For intermediate values of k (case ii) b has to be
sufficiently high to render a merger profitable. The intuition is that high values of b imply that the
third firm is relatively inefficient and, therefore, relatively small in equilibrium. Hence, the (negative)
market share effect (i.e., that some market share of the target firm is lost to outside rivals) is also
relatively small while the (positive) cost savings effect is relatively strong (due to the relative inefficiency of firm 3). Hence, in case (ii) a merger becomes more likely the less efficient firm 3 is relatively
to firm 1 or, put differently, the higher the asymmetry in the firms’ innovation efficiency levels.

Now that we have established the range of cost parameters (k, b) for which mergers are profitable
let us examine how a merger affects both the merged entity’s as well as its rival’s innovation incentives.
For that purpose, note that both the innovation expenditures for firms 1 and 2 are identical due to
the firms’ symmetry, both post- and the pre-merger, i.e. I1P re = I2P re and I1P ost = I2P ost . For the comparison of pre- and post-merger innovation expenditures it is useful to note that I1P re + I3P re > I2P re .
Hence, I1P ost < I1P re + I3P re immediately follows from I2P ost < I2P re in those cases where the latter
inequality holds (but not vice versa). To simplify the analysis let us first concentrate on the change
in the rival’s innovation incentives, which are summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 2: (i) For 3/2 < k < 12/5 there exists a critical value b+ (k) so that I2P ost < I2P re
for b > b+ . (ii) For k > 12/5 the outside firm always increases its innovation expenditures after the
merger, i.e. I2P ost > I2P re .
Proof: See Appendix.

Before we present the intuition for the results of proposition 2, let us also analyse how the merger
affects the innovation incentives of the merged entity.

Proposition 3: (i) For 3/2 < k < 12/5 the merged entity always reduces its innovation expenditures
compared to the two merged firms’ pre-merger innovation expenditures, i.e. I1P ost < I1P re + I3P re . (ii)
For k > 12/5 there exists a critical value b++ (k) so that I1P ost < I1P re + I3P re for b < b++ .
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Proof: See Appendix.

To summarize these results note that for relatively small values of k (i.e., relatively R&D intensive
industries) the merged entity will always reduce its innovation efforts compared to the joint pre-merger
innovation expenditures of firms 1 and 3. The outside firm 2 will also reduce its innovation level if b is
relatively large, i.e. if firm 3 is relatively small and the firms are, therefore, relatively asymmetric. If
the industry under consideration is less research intensive (i.e., k is relatively high), the outside firm 2
will always increase its innovation expenditures after the merger, while firm 1 may increase or reduce
its innovation efforts, depending on b. How can these results be intuitively explained? First of all,
note that two forces determine how firms’ revenues are affected by product innovations. Firstly, an
increase in αi has an effect on equilibrium prices and, secondly, there is an effect on firm i’s equilibrium
quantity. The strength of these effects is also determined by the degree of competition in the market.
Note that in a duopoly situation, an increase in αi leads to an increase in price and quantity by a
factor of 2/3 while in a three-player market the according factor is 3/4. More precisely, the effect of
an increase in αi on the firm’s profit is given by 43 qiET (αi ) + 43 pET
i (αi ) − kαi in a three-player market
and by 23 qiED (αi ) + 23 qiED (αi ) − kαi under a duopoly. Intuitively, the so-called business stealing effect
is weaker under a duopoly than in a three-player market. While both the firm’s individual quantiED
ties and prices are higher under a duopoly than in a three-player market (pET
(αi ) and
i (αi ) < pi

qiET (αi ) < qiED (αi )), the joint pre-merger quantity of firms 1 and 3 is always larger than the postmerger quantity of the merged entity. Secondly, also note that innovation costs are convex so that the
marginal cost of investment into innovation is increasing. Furthermore, when comparing innovation
expenditures we also have to take into account that firm 3’s expenditures are removed after the merger.

Taken together the removal of firm 3’s innovation expenditures, the reduced business stealing effect
and the convexity of the innovation cost function dominate the increased innovation incentives resulting from the cost savings (induced by the superior innovation technology of firm 1) and increased
equilibrium prices and firm 1’s equilibrium quantities (when compared to only firm 1’s pre-merger
quantity) so that, overall, the merged entity’s innovation expenditures are reduced. For the outside
firm the case is less clear. If b is sufficiently large and, therefore, firm 3 relatively small, the additional
quantity gained by firm 2 (the externality of the merger) is relatively small, the reduced business
stealing effect (with a factor of 2/3 instead of 3/4) dominates the incentives so that firm 2 actually
reduces its investment. In contrast, if b is relatively small and, therefore, firm 3 relatively large,
the additional quantity gained by firm 2 suffices to increase its innovation incentive even though the
business stealing effect is reduced.
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What happens now if k increases so that the industry becomes less research intensive? The merged
entity will still reduce its innovation expenditures as long as b is sufficiently small. If b becomes sufficiently large, however, the merged entity will increase its innovation expenditures, as the cost saving
effect becomes dominant so that the merged entity will invest more after the merger. Firm 2 will
also invest more after a merger if the research intensity of the industry is relatively low, as the cost
of innovation is relatively high. As an increase in k makes the innovation cost function relatively
more convex, the additional quantity gained after a merger and the higher equilibrium price (due
to softer competition) are sufficient to lead to an increase in innovation incentives (which are relatively low due to the relatively steep marginal cost function) even though the business stealing effect is
weaker under duopoly. Given these theoretical findings, let us derive the following testable hypotheses:

H1: In research intensive industries, a merger has negative effects on the merged firm’s innovation
expenditures.

H2: In research intensive industries, a merger has negative effects on the outsider’s innovation
expenditures if the merger involves a relatively small firm.

H3: In less research intensive industries, a merger has negative effects on the merged firm’s innovation expenditures unless the merger involves a relatively small firm.

H4: In less research intensive industries, a merger has positive effects on the outsider’s innovation
expenditures.

4

Data

For the empirical analysis several data sources are combined. Data on mergers are collected from
the website of the European Commission (http://ec.europa.eu/competition), which examines all
mergers in which the annual turnover of the combined entity exceeds certain thresholds in terms of
global and European sales. We downloaded all reports which referred to mergers that affected the
pharmaceutical industry (defined by NACE Rev. 2, code 21) between 1991 and 2007. All reports
include a market definition by officials of the European Comission and the names of all competitors
active in the relevant product markets.4 This results in a much more accurate definition of rival firms
4 The

same data source has been used in several recent empirical studies on the effects of mergers (see, for instance,

Duso, Neven, and Röller, 2007; Duso, Gugler, and Yurtoglu, 2010; Clougherty and Duso, 2005).
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than a classification solely based on NACE or SIC codes.5 According to official figures there are several
thousand European firms -and several hundred firms per country- in the pharmaceutical industry (see
e.g. Eurostat, 2009). In contrast, the median number of firms affected by a merger in our sample is 10.

We collected the names of all acquirers, targets, and competitors from the reports and deleted
a few firms that mainly operate in other sectors like financial companies, hospitals and non-profit
organizations. Our treatment group consists of 65 merger cases, which affected a total of 381 firms.
52 firms acquired at least one of the 67 target firms, 319 firms were affected by at least one rival firm’s
merger.6 While the sample only contains mergers that affected European product markets, it includes
more than 20% of firms with headquarters outside Europe, mostly US firms. The number of mergers
in our sample is relatively small, but our data set has the huge advantage that it focuses on well
defined product markets. The relatively small number of firms enables us to carefully account case
by case for name changes and newly founded firms or subsidiaries after mergers, which is necessary
to accurately match the data with other data bases. We believe that this construction and detailed
examination of the dataset are essential to identify the effects of mergers in the relevant market.

We match the firms from the M&A sample with several other data sources. First, we collect
accounting data such as sales, R&D, and profits from the R&D scoreboards and the AMADEUS
database.7 We complement the data with information from company reports available on the internet
for those firms whose names could not be matched to either of the two data bases. The remaining
pharmaceutical firms from the two data bases serve as our comparison group. We use Bureau van
Dijk’s ZEPHYR and AMADEUS data bases to exclude firms that engage in other M&As during our
sample period. Further, we exclude firms that have linkages to our treatment firms via corporate
groups. Finally, firms with a mean value of sales below 2 million Euros based on all available firmyears are excluded to ensure a minimum of comparability between treatment and comparison group
in terms of firm size.8 For a subsample of our comparison group we are able to collect data from the
Entrepreneurial Studies Source provided by EBSCO Publishing. This data base extracts data on the
firms’ main competitors from company accounts and industry reports. We use this information to
define markets for a subsample of our comparison group which is necessary for the estimation of our
5 See,

for instance, Werden (1988) for the inappropriateness of standard industries codes for the definition of antitrust

markets.
6 A few firms were both competitors and part of a merged entity in the sample period.
7 AMADEUS is provided by Bureau van Dijk. The R&D scoreboard data is freely downloadable at: http://
webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20101208170217/http:/www.innovation.gov.uk/rd_scoreboard/.
8 All results are qualitatively robust to restricting the comparison group either to firms from the AMADEUS database
or the R&D scoreboard.
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instrumental variable (IV) strategy.

Data on patent applications are taken from the PATSTAT database, which has been developed by
the European Patent Office and the OECD. We collect patent applications for the years 1978-2008
for all companies in our sample. From the data base we extract filing data, patent citations, and the
technology class assigned to each patent. To ensure that different regulations across patent offices in
different countries do not affect our results, we restrict our analysis to patents filed to the European
Patent Office. This also guarantees that we exclude innovation activity that is solely relevant for
product markets that are unrelated to the relevant markets of the merger. Besides patent counts per
year, we computed citation-weighted patents and a count of patent applications in pharmaceutical
technology fields.9 Our sample includes a few firms that do not engage in patenting at all, mainly
producers of generic pharmaceuticals. We do not exclude them from the sample, because M&As
might affect the decision to engage in innovation in the first place, although including these firms is
not crucial for our results. Our sample includes around 30,000 firm-year observations with information
on patent applications for the years 1990-2008 for some 1,900 firms. Patent applications for the years
1978-1989 are used to construct a measure of pre-sample innovation activity. The subsample of firms
for which we can identify competitors spans around 1,000 firms and 12,000 firm-year observations.
Data on R&D could only be collected for about 10,000 firm-years as this variable is mainly available
from the late 90ies and not for all firms.

5

Empirical Strategy

5.1

Measurement of innovation indicators

Our empirical analysis is mainly concerned with the effects of M&As on patent applications. Using
patent applications as an innovation indicator is advantageous in our application for several reasons.
First, patent applications are available for a long time span which allows us to control for the entire
relevant history of a firm’s innovation activities. Further, patent applications are less affected by
accounting manipulations and different reporting rules across countries than R&D expenditures and
they can be separated by technology field. Finally, as we discussed in the description of the innovation
9 The

definition of pharmaceutical patents is based on Trajtenberg, Jaffe, and Hall (2001) (see also Ornaghi, 2009a).

It includes a total of 14 patent classes from the USPTO: Drugs - patent classes 424 and 514; Surgery and Medical
Instrument - 128, 600, 601, 602, 604, 606 and 607; Biotechnology- 435 and 800; Miscellaneous Drug and Medicals351, 433 and 623. We used the USPTO website to map these technology classes into the European patent system
(cf. http://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/index.htm). We also checked the robustness of the results
towards using a narrower definition of pharmaceutical patents as employed by Harhoff and Reitzig (2004).
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process, effects on patent applications can arise shortly after a merger, while a much longer time series
dimension would be necessary to study innovation outcomes based on final products.10

We construct several indicators from patent applications to describe the innovation activities of
firms. As a measure of accumulated knowledge we use a firm’s patent stock (cf. Bloom and Van Reenen,
2002), which is defined as: P Sit = (1 − δ) P Si,t−1 +Pit . Pit denotes the number of patent applications
in year t and δ denotes a knowledge discount factor which is set to 0.15 as it is common in the innovation literature. The patent stock in the year 1978, the first period we observe patent counts, is set
to zero. This inaccuracy diminishes over time due to the depreciation of knowledge and thus becomes
negligible in our main sample period (1990-2008). As a quality adjusted measure of the patent stock
we calculate a citation-weighted patent stock using the number of patent applications multiplied by
the number of forward citations, i.e. the number of future patents that contain a reference to each
patent of firm i.

An important determinant of M&As in R&D intensive industries is technological relatedness (Ornaghi, 2009a,b; Frey and Hussinger, 2011). Target firms with a high technological proximity can be
attractive for acquirers for several reasons. First, knowledge spillovers might be higher within than
across technological fields. Further, M&As between firms with similar technological activities might
be more profitable because duplicate R&D activities can be cut (Veugelers, 2006) and mergers between
firms with similar research programs might lead to a larger reduction of competition in technology
markets. Finally, a target firm with a similar technology portfolio might be easier to integrate into
the new merged entity.

To measure technological relatedness between firms in a market we follow Jaffe (1986) and describe
a firm’s technological activity by the vector Sit = (Si1t ...SiKt ) where Sikt denotes the fraction of firm
i’s patent stock in technology class k at time t. Technological proximity between two firms i and j is
defined as:

0

T Pijt

Sit Sjt
=q


0
0
Sit Sit Sjt Sjt

(5)

This measure takes values between 0 and 1 and increases with the similarity of two firms’ technological
specialization.
10 There

are also disadvantages of using patent applications as an innovation indicator. Patents do not reflect all

aspects of innovation and the decision to file a patent application might be affected by strategic considerations (see e.g.
Jaffe and Lerner, 2004). However, we check the robustness of our results towards using citation weighted patents as a
quality adjusted measure of patent counts.
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When measuring technological proximity it is important to assure that the level of aggregation
is neither too broad, so as to treat unrelated technologies as related, nor too narrow, so as to define
related technologies as unrelated. Therefore, we use two alternative definitions of technology classes
to calculate technological proximity. The first measure is calculated at the three digit IPC level.
The 3-digit level divides patents into broad technology fields such as ”medical or veterinary science”
and ”organic chemistry”. It comprises 122 technology classes in our sample. The second measure
refers to technologies at the 4-digit patent class level within pharmaceutical technology fields only.
This categorization refers to technology fields such as ”Apparatus for enzymology or microbiology”
or ”micro-organisms or enzymes”. This measure comprises a total 68 patent classes within pharmaceutical technology fields in our sample.

As a descriptive indicator of post merger changes in innovation performance, we calculate the
expected change of a merged entity’s patent stock in the absence of a merger from the growth rates of
other firms in the same region that were not affected by a merger.11 For a merged entity the predicted
patent stock is calculated as:
ˆ = Pac,t−1
Pt+k

PCac,t+k
PCta,t+k
+ Pta,t−1
PCac,t−1
PCta,t−1

(6)

Pac,t−1 (Pta,t−1 ) refers to the patent stock of the acquirer (target) one year before the merger. PCac,t+k
(PCta,t+k ) is the patent stock of firms in the acquirer’s (target’s) region within the comparison group
k periods after the merger. This measure assumes that in the absence of a merger acquirers’ and
targets’ patent stocks had grown at the same rate as the patent stocks of firms in the same region
that are unaffected by the merger. We divide firms into five different regions - UK and Ireland; Other
Western and Northern European Countries; South, Central and Eastern Europe; USA; and the rest
of the World. This classification ensures that we have a reasonably large number of comparison firms
in each region. Merging firms’ rivals are excluded from the comparison group to make sure that this
group is unaffected by mergers. A similar measure is calculated for the expected growth rates of rival
firms, that are affected by a merger, where again merging firms and their competitors are excluded
from the comparison group. The difference between the actual and predicted value of a firm’s patent
stock is a first indicator for the impact of a merger. For comparison, we also calculated expected
values of the patent stock in the years prior to the merger, based on previous year’s realization of the
patent stock and growth rates of the comparison group.

11 The

methodology builds on Gugler and Zulehner (2003).
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5.2

Econometric analysis of post merger innovation activity

The empirical model has to account for several problems. First, the outcome variable, the number
of patent applications, is a non-negative integer variable with a large share of zeros.12 Further, it
is likely that unobserved firm attributes like managerial ability, corporate culture, attitudes towards
risk, technological or product characteristics are correlated with both the decision to engage in M&As
and innovative activity. Finally, we want to include a firm-specific knowledge stock generated by
lagged values of patent application to account for state dependence in innovative performance. Due
to the presence of lagged values of the dependent variable, strict exogeneity of the regressors –which
rules out feedback from current values of the dependent variables to future values of the regressors– is
violated by definition. It is also well possible that there is feedback from innovative activity to future
decision about M&As, as our theoretical model predicts that a merger is more likely to be profitable
when a market’s innovation intensity is high.

To address these problems, we build our estimation model on a framework for analyzing innovative
activity developed by Blundell, Griffith, and van Reenen (1995); Blundell, Griffith, and Windmeijer
(2002). To account for the fact that innovation is measured as a count variable, the first moment of
the model is:

K
K
 0 
X
X
0
0
E [Pit ] = exp xit β where xit β =
φk MAi,t−k +
γk CO i,t−K + θGi,t−K−1 + Zit ω + ci
k=1

(7)

k=1

Pit denotes the number of (citation-weighted) patent applications by firm i in year t. If a firm
does not engage in M&As as an acquirer or target in the sample period, Pit equals the number of
patent applications of firm i. For M&A firms, Pit equals the sum of patent applications of acquirer
and acquisition target before the merger and the total number of patent applications in the merged
entity after the M&A.13

MAit denotes a dummy variable that takes the value of one if a firm has engaged in M&A activity in year t. The dummy variable CO it takes the value of 1 if a firm was affected by a merger
of competitors in the respective year. G accounts for pre-merger innovation activity, measured as a
lagged value of patent counts or the patent stock. Accounting for previous patent activity ensures
that we measure the effect of M&As on changes in innovative activity. Z denotes a vector of further
12 Although

almost all firms in our sample engage in innovation activity, many firms do not file patent applications

every year.
13 Among others, Gugler and Siebert (2007) use a similar methodology for their analysis of merger effects.
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firm-specific control variables such as interacted time and region dummies or firm size. It also includes time-invariant dummy variables for M&A firms and their competitors to control for permanent
differences in innovation activities between the different groups of firms. ci accounts for unobserved
time-invariant firm heterogeneity that might affect the growth path of innovation activity.

Introducing lagged dependent variables in a count data model is non-trivial. Simply including the
number of previous patent applications in the exponential function can lead to a rapidly exploding
series (e.g. Windmeijer, 2006). Further, this would mean that an increase in the number of previous
patent counts by one unit induces a percentage change in the number of current patent applications.
Hence, we follow the suggestions by Crpon and Duguet (1997) and Windmeijer (2006) and define:
θGt−K = ρ1 ln (Pi,t−K + D (Pi,t−K = 0)) + ρ2 D (Pi,t−K = 0)

(8)

where D (Pi,t−K = 0) is a dummy variable that takes the value of one if Pi,t−K equals zero. In this
specification, ln (Pi,t−K ) enters the regression model for positive values of Pi,t−K , while zero values
of lagged patent applications have a separate effect on current innovation output.

Following Blundell, Griffith, and van Reenen (1995) and Blundell, Griffith, and Windmeijer (2002)
pre-sample information on firms’ patent applications is used to control for unobserved firm heterogeneity. To be more specific, we use the average number of patent applications per year and a dummy
variable that takes the value of one if the firm filed at least one patent in the pre-sample period.
Compared to other panel data techniques for count data models this specification has the advantage
that it does not assume strict exogeneity of the regressors. In contrast to the estimation techniques
proposed by Wooldridge (1997) and Chamberlain (1992) this procedure does not rely on the validity
of lagged values of predetermined variables as instruments. It is particularly advantageous if the
regressors are characterized by high persistence, since lagged values of the regressors can be weak
instruments for quasi differenced equations in this case. Blundell, Griffith, and Windmeijer (2002)
derive the formal conditions for consistency of count data models which use pre-sample information
as a proxy for unobserved firm heterogeneity. Although the estimator is formally consistent for a large
number of time periods only, Blundell, Griffith, and Windmeijer (2002) show that this estimator outperforms alternative estimation techniques even when there are only four pre-sample periods available.

Estimation can be undertaken by generalized method of moments (GMM) based on the moh
 0 
i
ment condition E Pit − exp xit β |xit or alternatively by quasi maximum likelihood estimation of
a pooled Poisson model. Although the Poisson maximum likelihood estimate assumes equality of mean
and variance, its consistency requires solely the first moment of the model to be specified correctly.
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In all specifications we use robust standard errors clustered at the market or firm level. Therefore,
the exact distributional assumptions are relatively unimportant. Although the estimation techniques
so far account for time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity and feedback from innovation to future
decisions about M&As, it is still possible that the estimated coefficients do not reflect a causal effect
of M&As on post-merger innovation. This is the case when unobserved time-varying factors such as
technology shocks - if not sufficiently accounted for by control variables - affect the profitability of
both M&As and innovation activities.

To check whether these endogeneity problems affect our results a non-linear instrumental variable
(IV) technique estimated by GMM is used. Following Windmeijer and Santos Silva (1997), this GMM
 0 
estimator is based on an additive error specification Pit = exp xit β + uit , which yields the moment
h
 0 
i
condition: E Pit − exp xit β̃ |wit .14
wit includes all exogenous variables in the vector x and at least one exclusion restriction that is
assumed to affect the propensity to engage in M&As but has no direct effect on innovation output.

To implement the IV estimator, the sample is restricted to the responses of rivals. Hence, merging
entities are excluded from this estimation sample as in several other empirical merger analyses (see, for
instance, Eckbo, 2007; Hastings, 2007; Dafny, 2008). The advantage of excluding these firms is that
instrumental variables that affect the propensity of a merger are much more likely to be exogenous to
competitors’ innovation activities than to the parties that decide about the merger. A drawback of
this approach is that it only allows identifying the causal effect on non-merging competitors and not
on the merged entity. However, in our theoretical model a negative effect of mergers on rival firms
is a sufficient condition for a negative effect on the merged entity. Hence, the sign of the effect on
rivals’ innovation outcomes is informative for the innovation outcomes in the whole market. For the
estimation of IV models we use a dummy variable that takes the value of one if firm i was affected by
PK
a rival’s merger between t − K and t − 1 instead of k=1 γk CO i,t−k . This avoids estimating a model
with a large number of endogenous variables and excluded instruments.

Our first instrumental variable is the average technological proximity between firms in a market excluding firm i. As mentioned earlier, previous research has found that acquirers prefer target firms
with high technological proximity (see e.g. Frey and Hussinger, 2011), particularly in the pharmaceutical industry (Ornaghi, 2009b). If technological proximity increases the probability of being a target,
technological proximity between rivals of firm i should also affect the probability of a rival merger. The

14 β̃

denotes a vector with a constant term that is different from β.
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key identifying assumption is that technological distance between two firms is uncorrelated with the
growth of patent applications of other firms. Note, that since our model is dynamic it is only required
that the excluded instrument is uncorrelated with the change and not with the level of innovation
activity. To make this assumption more likely to hold, the technological distance of firm i to its rival
firms is controlled for.

As an alternative instrumental variable we use a measure of geographical proximity between rival
firms. The reasoning behind this variable is that costs of transmitting tacit knowledge are expected
to increase with distance (Blanc and Sierra, 1999) as well as the costs of monitoring (Degryse and
Ongena, 2005). Thus, geographical proximity should reduce the costs (in a broad sense) of mergers.
Specifically, we calculate the share of firms within a market for which there is at least one other firm
with a headquarter in the same country. We then define a dummy variable that takes the value of
one if this share is above 0.5. In regressions using this instrumental variable we additionally control
for the number of firms in the market.

6
6.1

Results
Descriptive statistics

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for several variables separately for merging firms, their competitors
(excluding post merger periods) and the comparison group. The table shows considerable differences
in innovation activities across the various groups of firms. Specifically, acquirers are characterized
by the highest innovation intensity - indicated by the number of current patent applications as well
as by the cumulated patent stock. The same is true if we look at citation-weighted patents, patent
applications within pharmaceutical technology fields, or R&D expenditures. Acquirers are also the
largest firms within the sample measured by the amount of sales. They are only slightly more innovative than their non-merging competitors and all innovation indicators suggest that target firms are
less innovative than their rivals but considerably more innovative than firms in markets without M&A
activity.The pre-merger differences between acquirers, targets, and competitors are in line with our
model setup which focusses on a merger between an efficient acquirer and a relatively less efficient target firm. The differences in innovation intensity and size compared to firms in markets without M&A
activity is in line with proposition 1, which states a merger is more likely to be profitable in industries
with a high innovation intensity. Table 2 shows that differences between acquirers, competitors, and
targets are even more pronounced within markets, as indicated if we compare innovation variables
relative to the market mean. The ranking within markets is also present for profitability, but not for
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relative size. Acquisition targets are relatively large, but relatively unprofitable. However, sales and
profits might partly be generated in markets that are different from the one where consolidation takes
place. The table shows that – within markets – technological proximity between targets and acquirers
is on average 20% higher than between competitors and acquirers.15

Table 3 compares innovation activities and other variables of consolidated companies in the year
before a merger to values three years after the merger. The table indicates a drop in innovation
output in the merged entity three years after the merger compared to the pre-merger period of around
25%, while competitors experience a reduction of some 9%. These changes are also visible for citationweighted patents, and to a lesser extent also for pharmaceutical innovations. The amount of reduction
is quite remarkable since there is a positive time trend for all innovation indicators in the data set
–the average 4 year growth rate of both overall patent applications and pharmaceutical patents is
about 25%– and M&A activity seems to be associated with changes in innovation activities against
this overall time trend.

Patent stocks are slightly higher than in the pre-merger period, but accumulated knowledge is
almost always increasing over time. More meaningful measures are deviations from predicted values
of the patent stock as described in the previous section. These are depicted in Table 4. They show
that patent stocks of firms affected by mergers are much smaller than one would expect in the absence
of a merger given region-specific growth rates of knowledge stocks. Figure 1 depicts this development
for the pre- and post-merger periods for merged entities and rivals. The graph indicates that while
deviations from predicted patent stocks are quite small in the pre-merger period they are negative
and increasing over time in the post-merger periods. In relative terms the numbers suggest that only
4 years after the merger the accumulated patent stock of merged entities would be 30% higher and
those of competitors about 5% higher. These observations are in line with our model’s predictions for
a research intensive industry and a high degree of firm heterogeneity. Nonetheless, these correlations
might be due to unobserved firm heterogeneity, group or market specific trends and dynamics in
innovation behavior. These issues will be tackled in the econometric analysis.

6.2

Determinants of being acquired

Table 5 shows simple Logit regressions for the probability of being an acquisition target in the next
period conditional on pre-acquisition variables. The sample used for estimation includes acquisition
15 The

low differences in absolute terms in Table 1 can be explained by the fact that average technological proximity

increases with the number of firms in a market.
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targets and non-merging competitors in pre-merger periods, but excludes acquirers. The regressions
confirm that target firms display a relatively low innovation activity compared to other firms in the
market. Conditional on the height of the patent stock the results clearly indicate that technological
proximity to the acquiring firm is a significant predictor for an acquisition, no matter whether all
patent applications or only pharmaceutical innovations are taken into account.

Regressions in columns (2) and (4) additionally control for the number of firms within a market,
citations per patent as an indicator for the value of patents, relative firm size, and the concentration
of patents measured as a Herfindahl index across technology fields. The results show that firms with
relatively valuable patents indicated by citation intensity are more likely to be acquired, while firm
size or concentration of patents to certain technology fields do not seem to affect the probability of
being acquired. The results of the parsimonious regression are confirmed. Targets with low overall
innovation activity, but with a large overlap with the acquirer’s technology classes are more likely to
be acquired. The negative association of pre-merger innovation output with the probability of being
acquired is in line with proposition 1 (ii) which states that a merger is more likely to be profitable if
efficiency differences between potential targets and potential acquiring firms are large.

6.3

Post merger innovation outcomes

Table 6 shows results from fixed effects estimates which solely include region-specific time dummies
and two dummy variables which switch to one for acquirers in the first year after the merger. The results confirm that within firm (and market) variation in M&A activity is associated with considerable
decline in innovation activity. The negative association with innovation output is increasing over time
for both the merged entity and competitors and shows up for all patent indicators. Similarly, the table
shows that M&A activity is correlated with declines in R&D. Profitability increases in the post-merger
period for both acquirers and competitors (possibly due to a reduction of R&D spending and other investments), which may indicate that mergers in our sample are profitable on average. The correlation
between M&As and sales growth are rather low and only significant for the merged entity one period after the merger. This might be due to the long time lag between innovation activities and sales.16

As discussed in the previous section, a caveat of fixed effects estimators is the assumption of strict
exogeneity, which rules out feedback from innovation to future decision about M&A. The descriptive
statistics as well as theoretical reasoning indicate that this assumption is unlikely to hold in the present
16 Regressions

for accounting variables are displayed for the subsample of firm-years for which sales, profits and R&D

are available. The different numbers of observations between the three patent regressions are due to the fact that the
likelihood function of the Poisson fixed effects estimator cannot be calculated for firms with zero patents in all periods.
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application. Therefore table 7 and 8 show variants of the count data estimators proposed by Blundell,
Griffith, and van Reenen (1995); Blundell, Griffith, and Windmeijer (2002), discussed in the previous
section. Results of a static model are depicted in table 7. The results indicate a reduction of patent
applications in post-merger periods, as well. This is the case for the general patent count variable as
well as for citation weighted patents or pharmaceutical patents. Unobserved firm heterogeneity plays
a significant role as indicated by the positive coefficients for pre-sample patent applications.

The results of dynamic specifications with dummy variables for mergers in specific periods are depicted in table 8. The results show significantly negative changes in the growth of patent applications
for all post-merger periods. The coefficients for the lagged control variables for innovation output in
Table 9 show that there is considerable persistence in patent activity.17 As column (2) shows, the
results seem to be insensitive to controlling for the cumulated previous patent application -measured
by patent stocks instead of lagged patent counts. In column (3) we control for firm size in period t − 1.
The results indicate that the estimated effects of mergers cannot exclusively be attributed to size effects of a merger, as accounting for firm size even increases the absolute value of the merger coefficients.

A drawback of the analysis up to this point is that the results do not allow for a correlation of
M&A activity with contemporaneous unobserved factors. To address these endogeneity concerns a
combination of rival effects and instrumental variable techniques is used as discussed in the previous
section. Table 9 shows results from the non-linear GMM estimator proposed by Windmeijer and
Santos Silva (1997). The results show even higher effects for competitors than the previous estimates
that control for time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity only. The results indicate a decrease in the
growth of patent applications of about -1.3 log points or -72% (≈ exp(−1.3) − 1). Column (1) in
Table shows results from pseudo first stage regressions.18 The regressions confirm the significantly
positive association between technological proximity in the market and the incidence of a merger.
The F statistic for the excluded instrument is considerably larger than the critical values of the weak
identification test proposed by Stock and Yogo (2005) for linear models.19 Hence, it is unlikely that
the GMM estimates are considerably biased due to weak instruments, although we are not aware of
a formal weak instrument test for non-linear GMM.

The validity of the instrumental variable cannot formally be tested. However, regressions from
17 The

following discussion focuses on overall patents counts, although all results hold for pharmaceutical patents and

citation weighted patents. Both alternative measures are highly correlated with overall patent counts.
18 The label pseudo first stage is used, because the predicted values from this regression are not used as a regressor
in a second stage like in linear IV estimation.
19 The critical value for a maximal bias of 10% in the IV estimator is 16.38 (Stock and Yogo, 2005).
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reduced forms displayed in Table 10 can give an indication about the validity of the identifying assumption that technological distance between competitors of firm i only affects its innovation activities
via mergers between these competitors. Column (2) shows that not controlling for M&As, the instrumental variable is negatively correlated with innovation activity for the sample period of interest,
presumably because it positively affects the likelihood of an M&A, and M&As in turn have a negative
effect on innovation activity. For comparison, the reduced form is estimated for the pre-sample period
1978 - 1989 in which no M&As take place for the firms in the sample. Results in column (3) show
that the estimated coefficient becomes statistically insignificant. Further, it is much smaller in terms
of its absolute value and even changes its sign. This indicates that technological distance only affects
innovation activities through its effect on the likelihood of mergers.20 In an alternative specification
we use additionally a dummy variable for a high share of co-located rivals as an excluded instrument
as discussed in the previous section. The pseudo first stage regression in the fourth column in table
10 shows that this variable is positively correlated with the likelihood of an M&A as expected. The
regression controls for the number of firms (both in the pseudo first and second stage) to make sure
that this variable does not capture the size of a market.

The results of the innovation outcome equation applying GMM and using both excluded instrumental variables are depicted in column (2) of Table 10. The estimated coefficient is somewhat smaller
than in column (1) and more precisely estimated. It indicates a reduction of the growth of patent
applications within four years of about 1.1 log point or 67%. Since our specification is dynamic, the
results have to be interpreted with respect to the growth of innovation output. This means, for instance, that a merger leads to a reduction of innovation output from 60 patents per year in the period
before the merger (which is close to the average number of patents of competitors at this point in
time, see 3) to approximately 55 patents per year four years after the merger instead of an increase in
innovation output to about 95 patents per year in the counterfactual situation. The results confirm
the negative effect of M&As on innovation outcomes. If anything, not accounting for the endogeneity
of M&As leads to an underestimation of the effects of mergers. It seems reasonable that ignoring
endogeneity of mergers leads to an upward bias since at the market level, higher innovation intensities
seem to be associated with a higher likelihood of mergers.

20 In

this regression there are only a few periods to calculate pre-sample patents, the proxy for unobserved firm

heterogeneity. However, the result holds with and without controlling for unobserved firm heterogeneity. If the reduced
form regression is calculated for the main sample period 1990 - 2008, for markets in which no M&As take place, there
is again no significant correlation between technological distance and innovation. This is, however, no formal proof as
well because the regressions cannot account for the non-randomness of observations without M&A activity. Using a
Poisson model instead of a linear regression yields the same conclusions.
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Consistency of the GMM estimates does not hinge on distributional assumptions about the error
term. Nonetheless, it relies on a correct specification of the conditional expectation and an additive
error term. As a further robustness check, we also estimated linear instrumental variable models
corresponding to the linear first stage equations in table 10. As dependent variable the (arbitrary)
transformation ln (Pit + 1) is used to deal with zeros and to retain the exponential relationship between the dependent variable and the regressors. The results are depicted in columns (3) and (4) of
table 10. They confirm the negative effect of mergers on rivals’ innovation outcomes.21 The results
do not have a quantitative interpretation, as it is not possible to derive semi-elasticities from this
specification. However, they support the results from the previous specifications. There is a large and
significantly negative effect of M&As on innovation activities of competitors.

It is possible that mergers induced by technological proximity have a particularly large impact on
innovation outcomes, because an overlap of research activities might be associated with higher potential for elimination of duplicate research efforts and a larger reduction of competition in technology
markets. A similar reasoning can be applied to instruments that measure geographical proximity (cf.
Dafny, 2008). If this is the case, the IV estimates capture a local average treatment effect that might
be different from the average effect of a merger in the pharmaceutical industry. Nonetheless, these
variables capture important motives for mergers and the results indicate that endogeneity of mergers
is unlikely to be the only explanation for the negative association between M&As and post-merger
innovation outcomes.

7

Conclusion

This paper analyses the effects of horizontal mergers on innovation of the merged entity its non-merging
competitors. We develop an oligopoly model with heterogeneous firms to derive empirically testable
predictions. The main implication of our theoretical model is that in a research intensive industry a
merger reduces innovation activities in the merged entity and also has negative effects on the outsiders’
innovation expenditures if the merger involves a relatively inefficient firm. Using a dataset of mergers
in the pharmaceutical industry that affected European product markets we test some of the model’s
predictions. We find that after a merger patenting and R&D expenditures decline in the merged entity
and among non-merging rivals. The results are robust towards alternative specifications and using an
21 This

is not surprising since, in the case of one excluded instrument, the second stage coefficient for the endogenous

variable equals the ratio of the reduced form and the first stage coefficient (−0.1401/0.4545 ≈ 0.3083). Estimating OLS
regressions without accounting for endogeneity of mergers we also found a negative, but in absolute terms smaller effect
of mergers on innovation.
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instrumental variable strategy.
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Table 1: Summary statistics - pre merger

patents
cite-weighted patents
patent stock
cite-weighted patent stock
patents pharma
patent stock pharma
sales
profitability
R&D
tech. proximity
tech. proximity pharma

acquirer
50.10
152.78
256.84
814.64
18.77
97.58
5,664.74
0.11
1685.08
-

target
20.86
62.74
91.85
295.61
7.49
36.24
3,857.58
0.06
967.16
0.54
0.55

competitor
45.70
141.75
219.16
706.55
16.85
83.43
3,864.83
0.11
1551.53
0.51
0.53

compare
2.71
7.28
21.92
39.75
1.46
7.88
3,093.07
0.10
574.07
-

all
12.81
38.81
68.35
196.76
5.07
25.70
3,375.85
0.10
712.48
-

Table 2: Summary statistics, pre-merger relative to market average

patents
cite-weighted patents
patent stock
cite-weighted patent stock
patents pharma
patent stock pharma
sales
profitability
R&D
tech. proximity
tech. proximity pharma

acquirer
1.44
1.47
1.46
1.40
1.42
1.40
1.28
1.14
1.13
-
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target
0.76
0.77
0.75
0.70
0.84
0.69
1.08
0.52
0.92
1.19
1.22

competitor
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.96
1.04
0.98
0.98
0.98

Table 3: Pre- and post-merger levels of patenting activity

patents
cite-weighted patents
patent stock
cite-weighted patent stock
patents pharma
patent stock pharma

t-1
merged entity
103.40
325.02
567.11
1657.05
37.58
208.88

t+3
merged entity
78.59
266.74
591.20
1870.00
29.87
226.78

t-1
competitor
61.95
208.39
313.78
959.73
22.86
119.32

t+3
competitor
56.75
177.47
354.72
1092.30
22.26
139.16

Table 4: Post merger deviations from predicted patent stocks

merged entity

competitor

t+1
t+2
t+3
t+4
t+1
t+2
t+3
t+4

all patents
-56.93
-85.04
-121.76
-170.02
-7.70
-8.63
-11.41
-20.60

cite-weighted
-50.66
-99.94
-187.52
-290.82
-4.29
-3.82
-12.10
-8.57

pharma patents
-15.59
-22.21
-30.85
-44.83
-3.19
-2.01
-1.57
-3.84

Figure .1: Deviations from predicted patent stock
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Table 5: Probability of being acquired: Logit estimates

relative patent stock

technological proximity

(1)
-0.1962**
(0.086)

(2)
-0.3165**
(0.131)

(3)
-0.1583**
(0.075)

(4)
-0.2559**
(0.127)

2.0433***
(0.334)

1.9996***
(0.282)

1.9559***
(0.337)

1.8448***
(0.304)

citations per patents

0.1615***
(0.041)

0.1695***
(0.045)

concentration of patents

0.0631
(0.546)

0.331
(0.518)

relative size

-0.1122
(0.103)

-0.1261
(0.110)

ln(number of firms)

-1.4924***
(0.091)

-1.5025***
(0.113)

N
Log Likelihhod
pseudo R squared

6546

6227

6457

6227

0.019

0.147

0.02

0.152

Note: Standard errors, clustered at the market level are shown in in parentheses.
* p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table 6: Fixed effects regressions
(1)
patents
fixed effects
Poisson
-0.3606***
(0.008)

(2)
cite-weighted
patents
fixed effects
Poisson
-0.3424***
(0.004)

(3)
pharma
patents
fixed effects
Poisson
-0.3134***
(0.013)

fixed effects
OLS
-0.4853***
(0.098)

(5)
profit to sales
ratio
fixed effects
OLS
0.0725***
(0.024)

fixed effects
OLS
-0.084**
(0.033)

-0.0927***
(0.004)
33,953

-0.0777***
(0.003)
24,016

-0.0662***
(0.007)
29,241

-0.1728***
(0.061)
9525

0.0155*
(0.009)
9525

-0.005
(0.007)
9525

POSTMA - acquirer (t-2)

-0.5628***
(0.101)

-0.5562***
(0.106)

-0.6318***
(0.120)

-0.3825***
(0.080)

0.0702***
(0.020)

-0.0324
(0.029)

POSTMA - rival (t-2)

-0.1275**
(0.051)
33,953

-0.1036**
(0.052)
24,016

-0.3965***
(0.059)
29,241

-0.1906***
(0.061)
9,525

0.0247***
(0.009)
9,525

-0.0078
(0.007)
9,525

POSTMA - acquirer (t-3)

-0.5934***
(0.109)

-0.5907***
(0.115)

-0.6609***
(0.128)

-0.3034***
(0.068)

0.0639***
(0.021)

-0.0441
(0.031)

POSTMA - rival (t-3)

-0.1532***
(0.004)
33,953

-0.1362**
(0.003)
24,016

-0.4292***
(0.007)
29,241

-0.1951***
(0.059)
9,525

0.0326***
(0.011)
9,525

-0.0124
(0.008)
9,525

method
POSTMA - acquirer (t-1)

POSTMA - rival (t-1)
N

N

N

(4)
R&D

Note: Standard errors, clustered at the market level are shown in in parentheses. All regerssions include interacted
time and region dummies
* p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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(6)
sales growth

Table 7: Pre-sample mean estimator for patent counts

POSTMA - acquirer (t-1)
POSTMA - rival (t-1)

(1)
patents
-0.5288***
(0.094)
-0.1090**
(0.050)

POSTMA - acquirer (t-2)

(2)
cite-weighted

-0.5628***
(0.101)
-0.1275**
(0.051)

POSTMA - rival (t-2)
POSTMA - acquirer (t-3)
POSTMA - rival (t-3)
pre sample patents
D(pre sample patents>0)
acquiror
competitor
N
Wald test (p-value)
Pseudo R squared

(3)
pharma patents

0.6820***
(0.015)
0.002
(0.061)
1.3641***
(0.076)
1.2635***
(0.062)
34,637
16,389 (0.000)
0.618

0.6821***
(0.015)
0.0024
(0.061)
1.3641***
(0.076)
1.2624***
(0.061)
34,637
16,491 (0.000)
0.618

Note: Standard errors, clustered at market level are shown in in parentheses.
All regerssions include interacted time and region dummies.
* p¡0.1, **p¡0.05, *** p¡0.01
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-0.5934***
(0.109)
-0.1532***
(0.053)
0.6823***
(0.015)
0.0024
(0.061)
1.3289***
(0.074)
1.2618***
(0.060)
34,637
16,708 (0.000)
0.618

Table 8: Dynamic count data models

MA - acquirer (t-1)
MA - acquirer (t-2)
MA - acquirer (t-3)
MA - acquirer (t-4)
MA - rival (t-1)
MA - rival (t-2)
MA - rival (t-3)
MA - rival (t-4)

(1)
-0.1452***
(0.045)
-0.2281***
(0.038)
-0.2725***
(0.050)
-0.1565**
(0.069)
-0.0482
(0.033)
-0.1299***
(0.027)
-0.1139***
(0.036)
-0.0524
(0.033)

(2)
-0.1572***
(0.049)
-0.2789***
(0.052)
-0.3812***
(0.058)
-0.2682***
(0.087)
-0.042
(0.037)
-0.1360***
(0.034)
-0.1370***
(0.037)
-0.1218***
(0.038)
0.7466***
(0.021)
-0.2405
(0.220)

(3)
-0.1317***
(0.026)
-0.2271***
(0.026)
-0.2014***
(0.027)
-0.1008***
(0.030)
-0.1670***
(0.046)
-0.2472***
(0.039)
-0.2952***
(0.051)
-0.1590**
(0.073)
0.7316***
(0.046)
0.5450***
(0.104)

0.7784***
(0.019)
0.4949***
(0.100)
0.0456***
(0.018)
0.9181***
(0.170)

0.0011
(0.021)
0.6980***
(0.324)

0.8218***
(0.092)
0.7734***
(0.098)
32,689
69,973 (0.000)
34.18 (0.000)
53.93 (0.000)
-265,686

0.8943***
(0.088)
0.8487***
(0.097)
32,689
82,113 (0.000)
43.6 (0.000)
50.07 (0.000)
-242,384

0.0595***
(0.016)
0.7469***
(0.185)
0.0875**
(0.037)
0.5828***
(0.091)
0.6999***
(0.093)
32,689
79,737 (0.000)
56.38 (0.000)
53.91 (0.000)
-207,921

patent stock (t-5)
D(patent stock (t-5)>0)
patents (t-5)
D(patents (t-5)>0)
pre sample patents
D(pre sample patents>0)
log size (t-1)
acquirer
competitor
N
Wald test (p-value)
Wald test acquirer coefficients
Wald test rival coefficients
Log pseudolikelihood

Note: Standard errors, clustered at the market level are shown in in parentheses.
All regerssions include interacted time and region dummies.
* p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table 9: IV estimates

MA - rival (t-1/t-4)
patent stock (t-5)
D(patent stock (t-5)>0)
pre sample patents
D(pre sample patents¿0)

(1)
GMM

(2)
GMM

-1.3148***
(0.311)
0.7766***
(0.021)
1.0793***
(0.105)
-0.0551***
(0.016)
-1.4779***
(0.098)

-1.1081***
(0.172)
0.7844***
(0.018)
1.0942***
(0.100)
-0.0589***
(0.014)
-1.4548***
(0.094)
-0.002
(0.001)
-0.0149
(0.053)
0.0878***
(0.024)
12,035
0.795 (0.375)

number of firms
technological proximity (i,t-5)
log size (t-1)
N
Hansen (p-value)

-0.0389
(0.039)
0.0878***
(0.024)
12,035
-

(3)
Linear IV
(2nd stage)
-0.3083**
(0.134)
0.6437***
(0.007)
-0.2535***
(0.027)
0.1257***
(0.010)
-0.3187***
(0.031)

0.1466***
(0.051)
0.0272***
(0.003)
12,035

Note: Standard errors, clustered at the firm level are shown in in parentheses.
All regerssions include interacted time and region dummies.
*p <0.1, **p <0.05, ***p < 0.01
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(4)
Linear IV
(2nd stage)
-0.3759**
(0.154)
0.6436***
(0.007)
-0.2584***
(0.027)
0.1250***
(0.010)
-0.3199***
(0.031)
-0.0018
(0.002)
0.1566***
(0.052)
0.0269***
(0.003)
12,035
1.405 (0.236)

Table 10: First stage and reduced form estimates

sample
Dependent Variable
patent stock (t-5)
D(patent stock (t-5)>0)
pre sample patents
D(pre sample patents>0)
log size (t-1)
technological proximity competitors (t-5)
technological proximity (i,t-5)

(1)
First stage
1990-2008
MA - rival
0.0154***
(0.002)
-0.0800***
(0.007)
-0.0073**
(0.003)
-0.0431***
(0.011)
0.0020**
(0.001)
0.4545***
(0.026)
-0.0966
(0.072)

(2)
Reduced form
1990-2008
ln(Pat+1)
0.6390***
(0.006)
-0.2288***
(0.024)
0.6390***
(0.006)
-0.2288***
(0.024)
0.0266***
(0.003)
-0.1401**
(0.063)
0.1564***
(0.046)

(3)
Reduced form
1982-1990
ln(Pat+1)
0.4104***
(0.010)
0.5776***
(0.035)
0.4104***
(0.010)
0.5776***
(0.035)
0.0160***
(0.003)
0.0242
(0.119)
0.291*
(0.161)

12,035
227.08
298.32
0.342

12,035
1619.16
0.778

5,843
1597.32
0.804

co-location
number of firms
N
F-Test
Weak Identification F statistic
R squared

Note: Standard errors, clustered at the market level are shown in in parentheses.
All regerssions include interacted time and region dummies.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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(4)
First stage
1990-2008
MA - rival
0.0130***
(0.002)
-0.0785***
(0.007)
-0.0078***
(0.003)
-0.0401***
(0.011)
0.0006
(0.001)
0.3958***
(0.027)
-0.0131285
(0.019)
0.0178**
(0.011)
-0.0048***
(0.000)
12,035
211.64
120.83
0.354

